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“We can break the cycle - We can break the chain 
We can start all over - In the new beginning 

We can learn, we can teach 
We can share the myths the dream the prayer 

The notion that we can do better 
Change our lives and paths 

Create a new world. “  
 
 Revisiting the words by Tracy Chapman 
while at the brink of a month of several starts, fills 
us with the eagerness and vitality to take the up-
coming semester with new promises. At School of 
Liberal Studies , the campus is bustling with return-
ing students and professors greeting each other 
across the campus after a time lapse of a couple of 
months which reminds us, as onlookers, that we 
are being ushered into a fresh semester bound by 
new dreams. 
 
 Undoubtedly, an incredible level of enthusi-
asm and roars of excitement emanated from SLS’14 
as they arrived on campus as the fresher batch.  As 
the sparkle in their eyes unveils the talent and ca-
pabilities they carry, we look forward with ignited 
hopes to exchanging and sharing not just pleasant-
ries, but new ideas and memorable times with 
them. On a bigger note, literally, the month also 
witnessed a worldwide uproar as the Germans lift-
ed the trophy as the glorious and much expected 

winners of the FIFA World Cup, 2014. The world’s 
most widely viewed sporting event declared Ger-
many with their ingrained tactical intelligence and 
collective might as champions in the grilling final 
against Argentina, an admirably well-drilled unit 
consisting of the Golden Ball winner Lionel Messi, 
thus reanimating the legend that football is a game 
two teams play and Germany wins! Talking global, 
brings upfront, the international faces on campus 
who arrived as interns under Project MAGIC (Make 
A Globally Integrated Community). The thirty in-
terns from over ten different countries will explore 
their passion in areas like music, drama and dance 
with the help of the actively participating student 
clubs at the university. 
 
 Another magnificent facet of nature di-
vulged itself, as the sky descended to the Earth and 
the beautiful hues of the rainbow revealed them-
selves to the fortunate and observant ones! As the 
campus was lashed by the first heavy rains this sea-
son after a long heat wave, folks at the University 
embraced the pleasant change with open arms. 
Taking in the sight of the lush green campus and 
the smell of wet mud, we at Mirror urge you to 
break free, chase new horizons and chase who you 
are meant to be, while enjoying this July edition.  

FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM 

MESSAGE 
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 The excitement had begun as soon as the 
merit list got out, and newly minted SLSites flooded 
the PDPU grounds on the 2nd of July, looking for-
ward to be a part of the SLS family. With high ex-
pectations andeven higher hopes, the new session 
began with an encouraging address from the Dean 
of School of Liberal Studies, Dr. Nigam Dave, along 
with an introduction to the esteemed faculty of 
SLS. The induction of the fresher batch began with 
euphoria in an interactive session for SLS14 that 
followed with our seniors coming up with quirky ice 
breakers like ad-mad. The new batch created hilari-
ous advertisements on topics ranging from 
Pepsodent toothpaste to Pepsi, from Lays to Shaa-
di.com. The fun continued as the seniors grouped 
up to take their juniors on a tour to see the beauti-
ful PDPU campus that ended with SLS’14 being put 
to their first test - a campus quiz.  
 
 Post this, first year students were intro-
duced to the various office and processes at the 
University including the Office of Research, Office 
of International Relations, the Women’s cell and 
the IT department. The seniors had an array of 
games planned for later that evening, where SLS’14 
was seen involved in active games like the Great 
Wall of China with childlike glee. This was another 
opportunity for the fresher students to interact 
within themselves and with the seniors. 
 
 

 Students from SLS’11 and SLS’12 batch also 
spoke to the new entrants about life at SLS and 
how PDPU had helped them grow. They shared 
their experiences right from the start of their in-
duction to the selection of their Majors and Mi-
nors. SLS’14 was welcomed formally to PDPU in a 
ceremony graced by Professor P. K. Banik –Director 
General of PDPU,  Dr. Nigam Dave -Dean of SLS, 
faculty members and alumni of SLS. All esteemed 
guests talked to the new batch about how im-
portant SLS was to them, where it had led them  in 
life and spoke in nostalgia about the memories as-
sociated with the establishment of School of Liberal 
Studies back in 2009.  
 

 In Dr. Nigam Dave’s words, “SLS is not just a 
tag you carry with you wherever you go. SLS is a 
way of life. SLS is a reservoir of knowledge and cre-
ativity, a medium of both thought and expression.” 
We look forward to the journey that lies ahead for 
SLS’14! 
 

-Harshita Telluja  

INDUCTION WEEK 2014 
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 It is oft said that, “Diplomacy is the art of 
making choices”. Bearing testimony to this very 
statement, on 22nd July, 2014, the students of In-
ternational Relations at the School of Liberal Stud-
ies, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) 
made a transcendent choice in attending a lecture 
by Mr. Aftab Seth, former Ambassador of India to 
Japan, Vietnam and Greece, the third of its kind on 
the PDPU campus. 
 A part of the Distinguished Lectures series, 
organized by the Public Diplomacy Division of the 
Ministry of External Affairs, India, to empower stu-
dents with knowledge of substantive foreign policy 
issues, this is almost inarguably the best way to 
pave the way to an enhanced and deeper under-
standing of our nation’s position on pertinent glob-
al issues. 
 As a nation, we are at a rather interesting 
threshold, in terms of building and strengthening 
relations with the rest of the world. In the face of a 
dynamic geopolitical outlook that is characteristic 
of the 21st century world, a new government to 
handle our domestic affairs and take the country 
closer to its destiny on the global arena, the times 
are a potpourri of opportunities rife, and make for 
a rather delectable discussion for students and fol-
lowers of International Relations. 
 When one talks of things at such a macro 
perspective, it is only logical that one also consider 
the micro level. The School of Liberal Studies has a 
pedagogy that lays immense emphasis on multi-

disciplinary learning, and research. Although there 
is much to be learnt and gained from following the 
tabloids, it is incomparable to the impact and de-
gree of understanding one gleans from an interac-
tion of this sort. 
 The focus of Ambassador Seth’s lecture was 
on India Japan relations. With his impeccable dic-
tion, inimitable style of delivery,rich with facts and 
anecdotes, he traced the relations between the 
two civilizations or nations from its inception over 
1500 years ago to the modern day scenario. The 
audience was held in rapt attention, as the growth 
of ties between these two nations was elucidated 
upon. The role of Buddhism in bringing the people 
of the two nations close, the ancient links of trade, 
through Bengal and Assam, the constant flux of 
freedom fighters and artists such as Netaji Subhash 
Chandra Bose and Rabindranath Tagore, respec-
tively, the steep rise of Japan as an industrial heavy 
weight, the following years of the World Wars and 
the ensuing Cold War, and relations post 1991. Fur-
thermore, it is only right, considering the level of 
inter dependence in the globalized world we live, 
that we discuss the influence of other nations on 
these ties, particularly the United States of America 
and People’s Republic of China. 
 The lecture proved to be an experience that 
gave much perspective to students of IR in terms of 
how diplomacy works in the real world. The phrase 
“IR is dynamic” is one that brandied about a lot, 
but it’s meaning in all its entirety is understood  

DISTINGUISHED  LECTURE  SERIES 
AMBASSADOR (RETD.) AFTAB SETH 
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only in such forums, when we hear from the pro-
verbial horse’s mouth accounts of how diplomacy is 
practiced in the face of constant change in geopoli-
tics and interests. 
 The lecture itself was comprehensive in its 
sweep of the timeline of Indo-Japan ties. Well in-
terspersed with anecdotes from his own time as 
Ambassador in Japan, Mr. Seth laid out in front of 
us the true face of the relationship, sans any var-
nish or veneer, which, if accounts are to be be-
lieved, is not all that common in the world of IR. As 
our Director aptly said when he delivered the Vote 
of Thanks, it was by all means, a regular lecture, on 
the back of a quality learning experience. Ambassa-
dor Seth’s address was followed by a short session 
of questions and answers, which brought out on 
the floor a couple of well thought questions. They 
were, of course, answered with much aplomb, and 
not only answered the question posed, but left 
more food for thought. Diplomacy, and how! 

 In our system of learning, we find ourselves 
looking forward to many more such interactions. It 
is our privilege to have amidst us a man of the stat-
ure and vast experience of Ambassador Seth, and 
we look forward to more collaborations and learn-
ing from the Distinguished Lecture series.  
 

Shashank Sreedharan  
 
 
 

 

Interactive Session with the  
University of Southampton , UK  

 
On 8th July, 2014, an interactive session by Pro 
Vice-Chancellor International, Professor Mark 
Spearing and Director Of International Relations, 
Ms. Joe of University of Southampton, England, 
was held for the fifth and seventh semester stu-
dents of School of Liberal Studies . University of 
Southampton is one of the top fifteen research uni-
versities in the UK and has achieved consistently 
high scores for its teaching and learning activities. 
The session helped the students gain knowledge 
about the university and the courses offered there-
in. Various queries pertaining to admission, schol-
arship, teaching pedagogy, employment etc. were 
answered during the session. The session was help-
ful to the students in knowing about the esteemed 
university’s deliverables. 
 

Jasmine J. Pereira  
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 Ms. Bhakti Shah, a writer and a designer 
who runs White Sun in Ahmedabad, conducted a 
two day film appreciation workshop at PDPU on 
the 24th and 25th of July. 
 The workshop began with the students 
stating what they wished to learn from this inter-
action; accurately put by Pratik Thakkar, second 
year student of SLS – “Viewing the same films, but 
with a different vision.” There was an enthusiastic 
participation from the students across all the 
batches of School of Liberal Studies especially 
from the first year. 
 Ms. Bhakti Shah explained that films com-
prised of five major stages in progression: Exposi-
tion, Rising Action, Climax, Falling Action and De-
nouement along with concept art which involved 
imitation, innovation and expression infused crea-
tivity into the films. She explained this by citing 
examples of various animated films such as Tan-
gled,Beauty and the Beast and the like. Concepts 
could also create an air of vivacity if implemented 
in a physical place- for example- Pixar’s office has 
a warm, homely feeling because of the lighting 
and the décor. A few statues of The Incredibles in 
the reception of a corporate office could fill you 
with vigor to work. 
 Nishit Rangwala, student of SLS’12 batch 
quipped about the appearance of a Disney charac-
ter in a Disney film which would recur in another 
Disney film. To this, Ms. Shah added that Disney 
sells its own artwork to rake in money to meet its 
expenses. Many such interesting facts were shared 
as the students saw videos such as 
the Paperman and tried to see the concepts used 
in the same. Following this, the students were di-
vided in groups of five and were asked to come up 

with any three concepts, each having a distinct 
character sketched in accordance with the rules of 
character design as listed earlier in the session. 
That concept had to be elaborated into a story and 
presented the next day. 
 A wonderful surprise awaited all the stu-
dents on the second day of the workshop. The stu-
dents were ushered into a room glowing softly 
with red lights as the music pumped into the air. 
There were party caps filled with biscuits for stu-
dents and it seemed like there had been a confetti 
downpour. By creating such an exuberant atmos-
phere, Shah illustrated the importance of staging 
in a movie. 
 This was elaborately explained through 
various films such as Swades, Jodha Akhbar and Dil 
Chahta Hai.  She chose these films as they talked 
about spirituality, ethnic appeal and the youth re-
spectively. Use of other details such as camera an-
gles, colour scheme and music with respect to 
these films was also expounded. Then, the stu-
dents were given an assignment to click five pho-
tos that rendered a story or an idea. 
 Finally this incredible workshop ended with 
presentations from each group and the students 
indeed learned how to unpeel the different layers 
in the film by viewing it from the lenses of con-
cepts, colours, camera shots and music. 
 
 Dancing to the tune of Happy by Pharrell 
Williams, the students gleefully bid goodbye to 
Ms. Shah. 
  

Riya Javia  

GOLPETEO:  FILM  APPRECIATION  WORKSHOP 
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 On 16th July 2014, Department of Public 
Policy and Administration under the Headship of 
Prof. Santosh Kumar, conducted an interactive 
seminar on Public Policy and the role of market 
therein, in collaboration with Delhi-based think 
tank, Centre for Civil Society, named The Freedom 
Caravan. The seminar, titled, WHO CREATES 
WEALTH, was to spread awareness and clear fun-
damental doubts of the youth regarding public poli-
cy and the role of market. CCS is an internationally 
recognized think-tank, which explores the econom-
ic prosperity and individuals thought and liberty of 
young minds. They conduct seminars in various col-
leges globally to engage students and intellectuals 
towards need for social-structural changes. 
 The seminar started with a thought provok-
ing exercise using a questionnaire. The purpose of 
the exercise was to observe and analyze the politi-
cal and social orientations of the young minds 
attending that seminar. There were five questions 
each to understand the perception of people to-
wards personal issue and economic issue respec-
tively. In reference to personal issue there were 
questions to extract the views towards freedom of 
speech, freedom of sexual behaviour between 
adults, opinion about restricting the migration and 
freedom for women as par with men in social struc-
ture. In reference to economic issue there were 
questions related to the idea of restricting free 
trade, land acquisition laws , providing subsidies to 
various industries for sustainability, optimum utili-
zation of resources and continuations of PSUs. On 
the basis of the survey questionnaire points, indi-

vidual personalities were characterized as 5 types 
namely Left socialist, Libertarian, Right conserva-
tive, Authoritarian and centrist. 
Later the seminar discuss the personality traits of 
all these 5 type of people existing. The power point 
presentation shared by the CCS tried to capture the 
role of market in the context of the macro-
economic policy from the perspective of the neo-
liberal framework. 
 It was an extremely enriching and learning 
experience for all the students attending the semi-
nar and helped them immensely to understand the 
practical problems and solutions needed for inclu-
sive social and economic revolution. Department of 
Public Policy and Administration is going to organ-
ise more and more such opportunities to attend 
such seminars. 
 

Amruta Jha 
 
 
 

FREEDOM CARAVAN 
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“Human intelligence? Its space is dispersion. Its 
time, the eclipse.Its knowledge, the fragment. Col-
lective intelligence realizes its reintegration. It 
constructs transpersonal but continuous thought. 
An anonymous cogitation but one that is perpetu-
ally alive, uniformly irrigated, metamorphic. 
Through the intermediary of virtual worlds, we can 
not only exchange information but think together, 
share our memories and our plans to produce a 
cooperative brain.” 
-Pierre Lévy in the book,“Collective Intelligence: 
mankind’s emerging world in cyberspace” 
 
 Cloud computing is the field of computers 
which has taken the center stage for research and 
development in the past few years. Microsoft’s 
current head, SatyaNadella was previously the 
head of its cloud services, which clearly shows the 
importance cloud computing will hold in the com-
ing few years. Google, Apple and Amazon have 
made huge bets on the scope of cloud computing 
in future.  
 
 Cloud computing delivers computing as a 
service and shares resources, software and infor-

mation processing through a central server over a 
network. Over and all above, it ensures that the 
devices use the minimum amount of hardware 
locally and everything is relayed back and forth 
from a central server. This essentially means that 
all information and processing in the future of our 
society would be sourced from one big pool of da-
ta and hardware. This would require i) a central 
computer (or brain) and ii) a very fast network to 
ensure relay of data. We as humans have already 
been established on one network, i.e the internet. 
The internet has become the central lifeline of our 
lives and work. The evolution of the cloud would 
be an interesting phenomenon. Since the cloud 
focus is on minimum local resources, the re-
sources available with us would be minimum, in-
creasing our reliance on the central computer or 
brain, however, our connection with this brain 
would be constant. 
  
 Human beings have a collective intelligence 
which develops further with every step that hu-
man beings take. Is cloud computing the next step 
into developing this collective intelligence? The 
existence of a collective information pool would 
enhance the knowledge pool for us as humans and 
keep us connected with each other. Everyone 
would be connected through a central network, in 
turn linked to the central brain. The processing of 
information, cognition, activities and ideas would 
be done by this central brain, while we receive its 
output. While this might seem to be a plot straight 
out of a sci-fi film, it might very well be how we 
humans would function in future. 
 

Saksham Singh  

CLOUD COMPUTING AND HUMAN COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE 
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SLS MIRROR RCOMMENDS 

Website 
 

Logic matters 
 
http://www.logicmatters.net  
 
a great website for satiating 
your philosophical appetite 
 
-The Virtual Philosopher  
 
 
This is Nigel Warburton's 
blog. It covers a wide range 
of philosophical issues, with 
links to many other blogs 
and  
sites:www.nigelwarburton.t
ypepad.com 

Blogs 
 

Talking philosopher 
 
 http://
blog.talkingphilosophy.com 
 
The most popular philoso-
pher blogs around used by 
famous and notable person-
alities  
 
The Brooks Blog  
Thom Brooks is a Reader in 
Political and Legal Philoso-
phy at Newcastle University 
in the U.K., yet his blog site 
receives more visits from 
the States than the rest of 
the world combined. His 
easy-to-read blog posts have 
recently concerned Sara. 

Apps 
 

Problem of philosophy 
 
The Problems of Philosophy 
is one of Bertrand Russell's 
attempts to create a brief 
and accessible guide to the 
problems of philosophy. Fo-
cusing on problems he be-
lieves will provoke positive 
and constructive discussion, 
Russell concentrates on 
knowledge rather than met-
aphysics. 
 
-Philosophy Quotes,  
Philosophos 
Quotes from the best philos-
ophers in the history ranging 
from Socrates to osho.  

http://www.logicmatters.net
http://www.nigelwarburton.typepad.com/
http://www.nigelwarburton.typepad.com/
http://blog.talkingphilosophy.com.
http://blog.talkingphilosophy.com.
http://the-brooks-blog.blogspot.com/
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Wake me up  
when we are home 

 
Wake me up when we are home,  

Life is unknown here,  
Identity lost in mist,  

Faces I see and voices I hear,  
It’s nothing I trust.  

 
Wake me up when we are home,  

Choices I make to get through,  
Smiles I don’t recognize,  

Souls I want to be true to,  
It’s nothing I deserve.  

 
Wake me up when we are home,  

Battles that I did not conquer,  
Destiny that burns my way,  
Eyes that make me somber,  

It’s nothing I say.  
 

Urvi Shah 
SLS13 

Her “UN”Pretty Face 

 
She does not have a group to hangout with, 

No, she doesn't feel bad ,  
but we make her feel dejected. 

No-one wants a pic of hers along with them, 
No, she doesn't feel bad,  

but we make her feel rejected. 
Never ever has anyone liked her, she knows, 

No,She doesn't feel bad, 
But we make her feel unaccepted. 

She tried to fit in, talk to us but we ignored,  
No, she doesn't feel bad, 

But we make her feel disconnected. 
She says she just has a facial disorder, 

No,she does not feel bad. 
But we make her feel severely infected. 

 
She says,she is happiest when walks into her house. 
her mom kisses her, dad hugs her and dog loves her. 

AND I FEEL HAPPY , 
Coz they see her beautiful heart, 

NOT HER “UN” PRETTY FACE. 

 
Shivani Shah 

SLS12 

CREAT-WITTY 
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Rishiraj Derhgawan  

SLS13 

Shivani Shah  

SLS12 

Vhyom Bhatt  

SLS12 

Manas Daxini  

SLS13 
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Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) is defined as 

the study of the structure of subjective experience 

and what can be calculated from that and is predi-

cated upon the belief that all behaviour has struc-

ture. People such as Virginia Satir, Milton Erickson 

and Fritz Perls had amazing results with their cli-

ents. They were some of the people who's linguis-

tic and behavioural patterns Richard Bandler built 

formal models of. He then applied these models to 

his work. 

 Because these models are formal they also 

allow for prediction and calculation. Patterns that 

may not have been available in any of these peo-

ple's work could be calculated from the formal 

representations he had created. New techniques 

and models were (and still are being) developed. 

Since the models that constitute NLP describe how 

the human brain functions they are used in order 

to teach them. NLP™is not a diagnostic tool. It can 

only be applied and can therefore only be taught 

experientially. 

 Well trained Neuro-Linguistic Program-

mers™ will always teach by installation, not by 

teaching technique after technique. Techniques 

outdate themselves too quickly to base the field of 

NLP™ on a set of techniques.  

  This training allows the successful gradu-

ate to become Board Certified in the leading fields 

of Executive and Life Coaching, as well as NLP, 

TLT/CYF and Hypnosis. International Coach Feder-

ation (ICF) standards are met and exceeded using 

the quantum change technologies of NLP, Time 

Line Therapy and Hypnosis in a quantifiable stand-

ard. This 9 day Program is designed with the busy 

professional in mind.  

Why our NLP Practitioner Coach Training? 

NLP = Results!  Today, there are major career and 

business opportunities to make money while you 

help your company, business, or clients to reach 

their goals as a Certified NLP Practitioner and NLP 

Coach. NLP Practitioners and NLP Coaches are in 

demand the world over. It is a great investment 

for your future. Current graduates who are follow-

ing the business model given in the course have 

waiting lists of 3-6 weeks. 

 During the 9 day on-site intensive program 

an individual qualifies for Three Board Certifica-

tions and Professional Designations: 

-NLP Practitioner 

-NLP Coach (Executive & Life) 

-Time Line Therapy Practitioner 

 Certification, successful evaluation(s), pass-

ing the open-book board exam and entrance into 

the Boards will also allow the candidate to practise 

any or all of the above listed modalities. Graduates 

may do this as entrepreneurs within their own 

business or as entrepreneurs by creating and lev-

eraging these trainings to support their teams and 

organization. It's a win-win. Very few training or-

ganizations on the planet can offer this to you. 

 

NLP in business 

 Basic NLP skills which improve and en-

hance communication, rapport building and goal 

setting are all immediately applicable to the busi-

ness world and have a proven positive effect on 

business performance. Specific skills for dealing 

with people who perceive the world differently 

from us will help improve relations with peers, 

bosses, customers, new prospects, and across cul-

tural divides in multinational companies. 

 Many leaders and consultants in business-

es have turned to the creative and innovative as-

pects of NLP for inspiration in organisational de-

velopment, total quality management, team build-

ing and strategic planning. 

OFF THE TANGENT 
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Dr. Himani Baxi was invited by National Institute of Fashion Technology to conduct a Research Method-
ology workshop for Research Scholars at NIFT.  June 2014. 
 
Dr. Himani Baxi Invited as a Resource Person for the 17th Refresher Course in Economics organised by 
Department of Economics under Academic Staff College, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad. The sessions 
were delivered on the theme : Evaluation of Fiscal Performance-A Case Study  of Gujarat and Logic of 
Building an Hypothesis in Economics. July 2014. 
 
Dr. Himani Baxi was invited by news wing of Doordarshan Kendra, Ahmedabad as an expert for panel 
discussion on Union Budget 2014-15.  Was also associated with them to prepare a educative series of 
"Budget no kakko ane barakhadi" an audio visual news stories to educate people about economic termi-
nologies with budget. July 2014. 
 
 
 
 

SLS SCALING HEIGHTS 
 
Kinjal Gandhi from SLS’11 presented the paper titled ‘A Study on Brand Personality of Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi:  A Comparative Analysis in the Indian Market’ at the International Conference on Engineering, 
Management and Social Sciences held in Colombo, Sri Lanka on March 27-28, 2014. The research delves 

into how marketers of Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi have tried to establish their 
brands’ personality to differentiate 
themselves from products that look, 
taste and cost the same. It also reveals 
which personality attribute is associat-
ed with both the brands in the minds 
of young Indian consumers. The paper 
is published in the International Jour-
nal of Conceptions on Management 
and Social Sciences, Vol.  2, Issue 2, 
May 2014.  

 
 
Urvi Shah from SLS'13 got her article based on the Indian Political Scenario published in the July issue 
of  magazine named Chhatrarth. 
 

SLS REACHES OUT TO ACADEMIA 
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